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"We, tie People of the United States, in order to form a more
perfect union, to establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity,
provide for the common defence, promote the general welfare,,
and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity^
do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States
of America/*
The change from &We the people of the States" to *We, the
People of the United States'5 did not have for the delegates vho
noted it when it was read9 quite the implications which are now
sometimes found in it. When the earlier version had been adopted
it was on the assumption that all the states of the Confederation
would have to accept the new government before it could be
established. They were therefore named in the Preamble. But
since it bad been agreed by the Convention that the ratiBcation
by nine states would be siifficient, and that as soon as so many
ratified, the Constitution would be put into effect, it was no
longer possible to name the constituent states in the Preamble,
for the reason that nobody could know which nine of them would
first ratify it and so, at the outset, make up the United States,
The change was primarily in the interests of accuracy. But what
had been done for the sake of accuracy had the effect of making
it appear that the Constitution was by and for the united people,
not by and for the confederated states.
In a sense, the Constitution went back rather to the Declara-
tion of Independence than to the Articles of Confederation. The
Articles nowhere referred to the people of the United States but
always to the ^United States in Congress assembled." The
Declaration had spoken of ""one people" and "our people** and
had acted "by the Authority of die good people of these Col-
onies."
There is no record of any objection to the Preamble, which
was adopted without a change. Washington later said that 'the
delegates were on the whole better pleased, when they saw
"the propositions reduced to form and connected together, than
they expected.** They were all furnished with printed copies of
the version of the Constitution submitted by the Committee of
Style. On September 12 they went paragraph by paragraph
through the letter to Congress which the Committee had drawn
up, and agreed to it But they were now too impatient to be
wining to debate again over all the objections that might be

